
 

Circle Secretary Report of Cal. Telephone Circle in MYSURU, AIC. 

                     

 Comrade President/Com. GS.  CHQ. Office Bearers and my friends coming from every nook and corner of 

India. First of all I want to congratulate all of you and our CHQ. Leadership for the historical struggle we fought 

together with AIGETOA from 25
th

 to 27
th

 May,2016.  Cal. Telephones participation in this struggle was 100% 

and many services including B/Band etc. were hampered.  Now we will have to earn actual benefit & outcome 

of this struggle for the interest of the executives fraternity. Our CEC always thought that after the 

implementation of E-2-E3 pay scales for JTO/SDE respectively,  Sr.SDE/Sr.AO grade should be abolished  

because there is no existence of Sr.SDE/Sr.AO Cadre in our deptt.  Now ,we are very happy that  all of our basic 

pay scales are changing  from  E1A – E2, E2A – E3, E-3-E-4, E-4-E5, E-5-E6, E-6-E7. It is a direct rebuff to the 

friendly association who wanted to retain E-3 pay scales for 10 years. 

I also want to congratulate the Karnataka Circle Members and particularly Com.Sri Andely, for arranging this 

herculean task of All  India Conference in a befitting manner. 

 Retirement is now one of the major problem for our association for which membership is declining very fast 

because most of the seniors are our members.  However, we have cleared the quota for 500 members upto 

May,2016 and Diary payments for this year has been cleared. 

 We arranged the last CWC as per direction of CHQ. in the month of Aug.2015 which was a grand experience to 

our members and  particularly the open session in which our Hon.ble CMD & Director(CFA) were present.  The 

Account of CWC as approved by the CEC, Kolkata, is already submitted to the CHQ. Still we tried our level best 

to collect the advertisement for AIC and ultimately we are able to give about Rs one  Lakh to the Karnatak 

Circle. 

 The revenue earning of Cal.Telephones is decreasing day by day and now Kolkata & WB have became the 

bottom holder in the list. On behalf of Calcutta Joint Forum, we arranged Motivation & Awareness Camp in 

every area in presence of all staff and management but the role of management  is not at all satisfactory.  The 

exch, equipments are changed from old to new generation i.e. NGN but the internal equipments are suffering 

without any AMC of AC Plant, Computer etc. The Cable which is still utilized for L/Line & B/Band services are of 

more than 30 years old hence the cable parameters are not satisfactory, hampering B/Band services. The 

condition of OFC are also miserable.  The Sales & Marketing Section is not yet strengthened in spite of our 

repeated requests, there is no co-ordination among the different service providers like Corporation, Electric 

Power Service, Police Authority & Private Telecom.Operators .  For this reason executives of CTD are facing a 

lot of problem for the restoration work.   No agreement was done among these providers though we have 

repeatedly pointed out the same to the CTD management. 

Payment on capital expenditure is not getting effected for a long time since implementation of ERP in CTD as a 

result the development and operational maintenance work are being hampered.  ERP was introduced without 

developing proper infrastructure and training. 

Re-arrangement of executives and staff are urgently necessary but management has failed to implement our 

suggestion due to the non-cooperation of other friendly association. Proper justification of Staff & Executives 

considering the all new technologies should immediately be issued by the Corp. Office.   Recently, new CGM 

has taken the charge & new GM(HR) is also coming.  We are hopeful that under the new leadership, CTD. must 

regain their past glory  in near future.  



                

 

 The main task is now membership verification of the executives.  For the last four CWCs we are giving the 

strength and details of every association of CTD but the total Picture of the country is not yet cleared to this 

house. The quota paid by the Circles to CHQ. should be transparent and a clear reflection of the membership. 

We have taken one measure to enroll the names and HR No., details of each and every member of Cal. 

Telephones & ITPC through our Calcutta Website. The programme was very successful and now all the data of 

our members are readily available to our Circle.  The executive list which was given by the CHQ. is to some 

extent incorrect because 50 SDEs were struck-off by ERP from CTD strength and their names were not deleted,  

31 Offtg. JTOs were regularized only by our persuasion and their names are not included in this list.  Now, as 

per our corrected data the total executives of CTD other than ITS is 1216. and the break-up is AIBSNLEA-445, 

AIGETOA-272, SNEA-409, AIBSNLOA-66, and  Non-Members-24 & ITPC/Kolkata- total=87, AIBSNLEA-29, 

AIGETOA-27, SNEA-6, & Non-Member-25 so we assure this house that we must win in CTD. with a comfortable 

margin. 

The members are very much frustrated about the stalemate condition of the CPCs for years after years.  So, we 

are not elaborating the DPC condition of Engineering & Accounts cadres. The only way to minimize this 

frustration is the implementation of the cadre hierarchy with functional effect. If we are able to achieve this 

functional designation effect with EPP, none has to bother about the vertical promotion still than the all DPCs 

including Eng., Acc., Civil and Electrical should be looked into.  The Look after System should immediately be 

discontinued.  

There are few All India Cases which are still the heart-burn to our members- 

a)    Five increments order of JAO-2013 Batch which was approved  by BSNL Board has not yet been issued. 

b)    AD/OL re-structuring issue is delayed for many years, it should be materialized for this small group of                        

executives and one DD/OL post is to be created in CTD as in WB Circle. 

c)     We thank CHQ. for implementing Kolkata pool concept for AO transfer cases and now we demand for  

posting of the sons of the soil to avoid regular transfer liabilities of AOs of CTD. 

d)     There are only 6 Steno/Gr-III working in CTD.  They are deprived from EPP or NEPP. One time measure 

should be taken to regularize them as PA by a screening examination if necessary. 

         

e)     Online Exam. for EPP for the executives  should be discontinued as there is no online examination  

for ITS or for NEPP.  Only training for 15 days has to be continued. In the case of EPP if one candidate    

cannot pass, the online Upgradation Examination  in 3(three) consecutive attempts to get the 2
nd

 

increment in the higher scale, then all increments along with future promotions are being barred.  

This type of inhuman rule should be modified. In lieu of this affected person should get the option of  

either more number of attempts for the online examination or should be reverted to the previous   

 pay scale so that he/she can get the yearly increments smoothly. 

 

f)      Corp. Office sometimes struck off the names of the transferred executives at their own for      

 Engineering cadres but they are silent about the accounts cadre.  Different policies in the same      

deptt.  is not acceptable hence all executives  of Engineering &  Accounts should be struck-off after  

 three months from the date of issue of the transfer order. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

g)       One officiating JAO Mrs. Kabita Mazumder, SC. is working in CTD. She passed JAO Exam.in 2006 but   

 for the shortage of vacancies her name was not considered at that time.  Till then she is officiating  

as JAO for 10 years. Now there is huge vacancies of JAO in CTD hence she should be regularized 

immediately.CHQ. is requested to take up the case of regularization of Offtg. JAOs who had   

completed JAO/Part-I & II Exam. both. 

 

h)      MT Quota for CAO promotion should be granted  similar like DE Promotion. 

 

i)      Special Recruitment of JTO/JAO should be done for the deficit circles. In the last JTO Recruitment  

Notice only one JTO post has been allotted for CTD. Most of the Sr.Executives are over burdened    

 with more than one charges. 

 

 j)       Notional pay fixation w.e.f. 1.10.2000 to all upgraded IDA pay scales  to JTO/SDE(C/E/Arch/TF)  

wings  and PA cadre in BSNL. 

 

k)       First EPP should be given to all executives on completion of four years irrespective of attaining the   

next higher scale. 

 

l)        NIMHANS Bangalore should be treated as unique hospital like Vellore and Tata Josloke and all re- 

 imbursement for any Indoor treatment at NIMHAMS should be allowed.    

 

m)     AIRBSNLEWA should be declared as sister association within our fold. 

 

It is needless to mention that our beloved GS Com. Prahlad Rai has done a unique job for the last few years. 

We always got his co-operation whenever necessary.   I extend my gratitude to him and his all co-office 

bearers of CHQ.  With a hope for the 3
rd

.PRC benefit for all executives and a colorful future of BSNL,  I am 

concluding my Circle Secretary Report of Cal. Telephones Circle. 

  

 

Thank you all for patience hearing,         

 

   On behalf of Cal. Telephones Circle 

 

             

            (Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay)  

               Circle Secretary  

 

 

 


